
e x p e r i e n c e
the

At this point, I assume you've had the chance to look at my work,
which means you know I love capturing the candid moments. I
am aware that at weddings, the standard "family poses" are
necessary, but if you are also looking for photos that
encapsulate those intimate moments, I got you! Candids are my
jam.

My experience with weddings does not end with photography. I
have been a bridesmaid nine times (cue the "27 Dresses" jokes,
haha). This means I know how a wedding should flow, how much
time should be allotted for pictures, what touches couples find
important, and catch the small details. I will use this knowledge
and experience to help your day flow as smoothly as possible -
- ensuring you are able to enjoy the little moments instead of
constantly worrying, "What's next?" 

You won't feel stiff or staged in front of my lens. In fact, it's my
goal for you to forget I am even taking pictures. My amazing
clients frequently tell me how I helped make them feel
comfortable, confident, and candid in front of their camera. I
will make sure you laugh, embrace each other, and really soak
in the few quiet moments you have together on your wedding
day. 



theProcess
I am not just here to take pictures
of your wedding. I am here to get
to know you, form a relationship
with you -- one where you know
you can come to me with questions
or seeking advice, and be
confident that I will help you
navigate every step on the way to
your big day. 

This starts with a Zoom call to
"meet" you and understand your
wants and needs in a
photographer. If, after the call, you
decide we are a good match, I will
send you all of the information you
need to book me for your wedding
day! From there, I will reach out
periodically to discuss timelines,
offer advice/assistance, and to
just make sure you're not getting
completely lost in the throes of
wedding planning. 

I always say, I don't like the word
"client," because it is so much more
than that. I hope that by the time
your wedding arrives, we are
friends <3



the
Packages

- Six hours of wedding
day coverage 

 
- One photographer 

 
- Complementary travel

within two hours of
Pittsburgh, PA 

J U S T

R I G H T

$2,100

- Ten hours of wedding
day coverage

 
- Two photographers

 
- Engagement Session

 
- 10x10 wedding album

 
- Complementary

travel within three hours
of Pittsburgh, PA

$3,650

T H E

W O R K S

- Eight hours of
wedding day coverage

 
- One photographer

 
-Engagement session

 
-Complementary travel

within two hours of
Pittsburgh, PA  

$2,900

M I D D L E

O F  T H E

R O A D



A La Carte
Services

 

Photobook ($350+)

Second Shooter ($400)

Travel (location dependent)

Engagement Session
($175+)

Additional Wedding
Coverage ($175/hour)

Don't see a package that fits
your needs perfectly? Select
any of the below items to
add to any of the packages.
The goal is to create a
customized package that
checks all your boxes! 


